TESTIMONIALS
See what they’re saying about the PorcelainPlus Speedbit (if you would like the Company of any testimonials,
please ask us) :
•

"The Speedbits bits are by far the BEST we have ever used, AND we have used a few thousand." – George Strauch

•

Thanks for sending these out for us to try, you didn't misrepresent these bits. I'm going to your site now to order 50 to start
with and move forward from there. Thanks again. - Andy Robinson

•

I did receive them and have reach out to all the locations in DFW. Hopefully everyone will start buying them. So far the
feedback I have received they are way better than anything we have tried. Thanks. - Rick Holder

•

Cuts drilling time at least in half. – Stephan Hoff

•

It’s the fastest bit I’ve ever used. Digs right in! - Matt Green

•

Great bit at a fair price. – Shannon Williams

•

If you have not had an opportunity to try these bits as yet, I strongly suggest getting some in and testing them in the field. I
have been utilizing these bits in training at the last couple shower door training sessions and they have consistently
outperformed the bits I have used in the past. It is my opinion that are more effective than the Relton Speedbits (Groo-V),
the CRL Super Tips, Bosch masonry bits as well as any other I have put them up against. - Tommy Patterson

•

Hi Scott, this is Cynthia. I finally had a chance to use your drill bits yesterday. I was totally impressed. I had 5 holes left to
drill and I bet it took less than 3 minutes I couldn't believe it. There's no comparison in your product versus anybody else's
out there. Thanks again!!! - Cynthia Terry

•

Simply a superior tool. If used correctly, they can save you massive amounts of time and money. – Dirk Sullivan

•

Just glad I found these bits, makes drilling holes in porcelain a breeze. Thank you. - Greg Green

•

I went through $100 of drill bits from the big box stores and with much time and effort managed to drill 4 holes through
3/8" thick porcelain tile. With 8 holes to go, I decided to try the porcelainplus speedbits. I figured it couldn't possibly be
any better than what I had already tried so I bought $150 worth of bits. I was absolutely amazed when after 15 minutes I
had all 8 holes drilled and had only used 1 bit! I am sure I could drill 8 more holes with the same bit. I guess I won’t have
to by anymore drill bits for a long time. Thank you so much porcelain plus, you saved me lots of time and money. - Paul
Haney

•

“These bits are amazing! I handed them out to couple of my PM’s and they were apprehensive at first but the results were
amazing. I’ll be ordering more for sure!” - Bill Mohler

•

We have used them in a couple different jobs on various tile and have great results. My guys say they really were
impressed and they like using them because they drilled so well close to tile edges. We will definitely keep in touch and
order more for future uses. Thanks for your help and for having such a good product. - James Allen

•

Your bits are very good and your service is even better. – Jud Robertson

